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Despite decades of intensive research, cancer remains one of the most dangerous diseases in the developed world. In the United States alone, thousands of people die each year from a variety of cancers. The incidence of various tumors and cancers is increasing at an alarming rate despite great achievements and decades of intensive, labor-consuming and expensive research. According to the National Cancer Institute estimates, slightly less than one-in-two men and a little more than one-in-three women in the U.S. are likely to contract cancer in their lifetime. Although some success in surgical removal of primary tumors has been achieved, it is difficult to terminate the spread of metastatic cancer or to predict which early stage cancers are potentially metastatic. Therefore, there has been an intense interest in methods for identifying patients with higher recurrence risk. Among the many, procathepsin D (pCD) is one of the independent prognostic factors that has gained considerable attention in recent years\[[@ref1]--[@ref8]\].

Independent studies established an essential role of pCD in cancer development\[[@ref9][@ref10]\]. The first study showing increased levels of cathepsin D (CD; processed form of pCD) in several human neoplastic tissues was reported in the mid-eighties\[[@ref11]\]. Subsequent clinical studies demonstrated a correlation between pCD/CD levels and tumor size, tumor grade, tumor aggressiveness, incidence of metastasis, prognosis and a degree of chemoresistance in a variety of solid tumors\[[@ref12]--[@ref14]\]. Various studies employing several different approaches such as immunohistochemistry, *in situ* hybridization, cytosolic assay, Northern and Western blot analyses indicated that in most breast cancer tumors, pCD was overexpressed at least 2-to-50 fold. Importantly, the overexpression was demonstrated both at the mRNA and protein levels\[[@ref1]\].

The mitogenic effect of secreted pCD on breast cancer cells was first demonstrated by Vignon et al.\[[@ref11]\]. Subsequent additional studies showed that secreted pCD functioned as an autocrine growth factor in breast\[[@ref15][@ref16]\], prostrate\[[@ref17][@ref18]\], ovarian\[[@ref19]\] and lung cancer cells\[[@ref20][@ref21]\]. In contrast, decreased expression of pCD by antisense gene transfer\[[@ref22]\], RNA interference\[[@ref23]\] or ribozymes\[[@ref24]\]resulted in decreased growth of breast cancer cells *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Consistent with this, tumor growth was also inhibited by utilization of anti-pCD antibodies *in vivo* and *in vitro*\[[@ref15][@ref18][@ref25][@ref26]\].

In addition to this autocrine mitogenic effect, pCD is also implicated in paracrine communication with surrounding cells. Berchem\'s group demonstrated that pCD not only stimulated parent cancer cell proliferation but also tumor angiogenesis by a paracrine mechanism\[[@ref27]\]. Consistent with this study, Liaudet-Coopman et al. showed that pCD secreted from cancer cells possibly stimulated proliferation, survival, motility and invasive potential of surrounding fibroblasts by activation of the ras-MAPK pathway indicating pCD\'s role in paracrine communication\[[@ref28]\]. Supporting these data, we demonstrated substantial secretion of cytokines especially IL-4, IL-8, IL-10, IL-13 and MIP-1b from both cancer cell lines and fibroblasts after addition of pCD which promoted the growth of both cell types\[[@ref29]\].

Direct association of secreted pCD with cancer invasion and metastasis has also been demonstrated by independent studies. The first direct role of pCD in cancer metastasis was demonstrated in rat tumor cells where over-expressed pCD increased the metastatic potential of these cells\[[@ref30]\]. Alternatively, downregulation of pCD expression by antisense gene inhibited lung metastasis of breast cancer cells but had no effect on invasion *in vitro*\[[@ref22]\]. However, Tedone et al. showed that downregulation of pCD expression resulted in decreased invasion of MCF-7 cells *in vitro*\[[@ref31]\]. In addition, Sivaparvathi et al. observed that anti-CD antibodies inhibited glioblastoma cell invasion through Matrigel\[[@ref32]\]. Consistent with this data, our studies with decreased pCD secretion from breast and lung cancer cells directly influenced their ability to cross the Matrigel membrane *in vitro* and *in vivo*\[[@ref21][@ref23][@ref24][@ref33]\].

Berchem et al demonstrated that secreted pCD stimulated tumor angiogenesis in tumor xenograft in athymice nude mice\[[@ref27]\]. Supporting this, we recently observed several regulators of angiogenesis being differentially expressed in breast cancer cells treated with the activation peptide of pCD\[[@ref34]\]. These studies strongly suggest that pCD may also be involved in angiogenesis during cancer progression. Since the control of angiogenesis is a balance between positive and negative angiogenic factors, additional experiments are required to define the exact role of pCD in angiogenesis.

Supporting the diverse functions of pCD in cancer progression, microarray analysis of activation peptide (AP) treated breast cancer cells showed differential expression of genes involved in cell cycle progression, cell survival, cell adhesion, angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis\[[@ref34]\]. In contrast, decreased expression of these genes in response to ablated pCD using RNA interference further confirmed the role of pCD in cancer progression\[[@ref23]\].

Despite extensive documentation regarding pCD\'s role in cancer progression, the underlying mechanism remains largely unknown. Independent studies have shown that the secreted pCD binds to the surface of the breast cancer cells through a receptor with possible downstream signalling\[[@ref25][@ref35]\]. Based on these observations, we proposed a model for the mechanism of pCD action in which overexpressed pCD escapes its normal targeting pathway and is secreted from the cancer cells. The secreted pCD interacts via its activation peptide to an unidentified cell surface receptor present on its surrounding cells. This interaction releases a signal resulting in differential expression of cancer promoting genes that includes various cytokines that stimulate tumor growth.

Collectively, these studies not only define pCD as a tumor marker of cancer progression but also underlie pCD as a potential target for cancer therapy if selective inhibition of pCD interaction with a cellular receptor could be achieved.

Procathepsin D as a Tumor Marker {#sec1-2}
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Current diagnostic assays for cancers are antigen-based and rely on the detection of circulating proteins that are associated within a particular cancer. These assays are based on the expression, synthesis and release of specific proteins by tumor cells either by active secretion or shedding or as a consequence of cell death (either by necrosis, apoptosis, or autophagy). Regardless, these antigenic proteins must "escape" the primary site of disease, saturate the antigen-processing capacity of the individual\'s immune components, gain access to the circulation, and reach a sufficient steady-state concentration to be detected by enzyme- or radiolabel-based immunoassays. These events usually occur well after the initial establishment of disease. Thus, despite the fact that certain specific antigenic epitopes exhibit common recognition sites among patients with the same tumor types, the use of these antigen-based cancer assays has not been widely accepted into clinical practice and many individual countries differ in the use of these potential diagnostic factors.

Research performed in both our laboratory and others has demonstrated the presence of anti-pCD autoantibodies\[[@ref36]\]. As these antibodies are specific to pCD only and do not recognize mature CD\[[@ref37][@ref38]\], they represent an ideal target for comparison of the pCD presence and cancer progression.

As pCD/CD is supposed to be contained inside the cells, it is possible that the body will react to their presence by formation of specific autoantibodies. Subsequently, their level might correlate with the stage of breast, lung and prostate cancer, corresponding with the increased number of pCD-releasing cancer cells and thus offer a cost-effective, non-invasive screening test. As the release of pCD was observed in numerous cancer types\[[@ref15]--[@ref21]\], one can assume that the specific autoantibodies will also be formed in additional types of cancer. In our preliminary experiments, we found the elevated levels of anti-pCD autoantibodies in lung, prostate and stomach cancer. We assume that the amount of the APpCD/pCD in the patient\'s serum will change with the progress of the cancer disease, in correlation with the increased number of pCD-releasing cancer cells. Since the levels of autoantibodies corresponded with stages of breast cancer, it is clear that there is a high clinical potential in evaluation of specific anti-pCD autoantibodies as biological marker.

Procathepsin D in Wound Healing {#sec1-3}
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In past decades, more and more interest was focused on the possible additional roles of pCD\'s. Independent studies showed the potential role of pCD in wound healing, tissue remodeling\[[@ref39]\] and programmed cell death - apoptosis\[[@ref40][@ref41]\]. Epidermis is the barrier between the body and external environment which is constantly exposed to various forms of environmental and physical stresses. Keratinocytes are the basic elemental cells that form the epidermis and play a critical role in normal regeneration and healing processes. Skin healing is dependent upon several processes that involve inflammation, protein synthesis, matrix deposition, migration and subsequent proliferation of keratinocytes\[[@ref42][@ref43]\]. Numerous proteins that include proteolytic enzymes such as matrix metalloproteinases\[[@ref44]\], interstitial collagenase\[[@ref45]\] and cathepsin B\[[@ref46]\] are secreted from keratinocytes. During the wound healing process, these proteolytic enzymes may play a role in motility of keratinocytes by remodeling of extracellular matrix for migration of keratinocytes to peripheral layers of epidermis. Indeed, the study conducted by Katz and Taichmann\[[@ref47]\], focusing on the proteins secreted by cultured human epidermal keratinocytes, showed CD being one of the secreted proteins.

In skin, increased levels of the mature form of CD was shown in basal keratinocytes during hyperproliferative skin disorders such as psoriasis\[[@ref48]\]. In addition, the involvement of different isoforms of CD in the epidermal cell differentiation was suggested. The presence of pCD was shown in the spinous layer and the active forms were present in stratum corneum, where they played a role in epidermal desquamation\[[@ref49][@ref50]\]. Although the role of CD in epidermal differentiation has been defined, the presence of pCD at different stages of differentiation is still unclear. Moreover, most of these studies were performed using cell lysates where all the isoforms are present, thus making clear distinction of the roles played by individual isoforms virtually impossible.

To better define the role of pCD in differentiation, our recent study demonstrated active secretion of pCD by human keratinocytes cell line HaCaT. Subsequent experiments showed that exogenous addition of purified pCD enhanced the proliferation of HaCaT cells. This proliferative effect of pCD was inhibited by monoclonal antibody against the activation peptide of pCD. Supporting this, treatment of HaCaT cells with pCD or its activation peptide resulted in the secretion of a set of cytokines that promoted the growth of cells in a paracrine manner. The role of secreted pCD and its mechanism of action were further studied in a scratch wound model. While the presence of pCD and its activation peptide enhanced the regeneration of monolayer, this effect was reversed by the addition of anti-AP antibody. Finally, expression and secretion of pCD was upregulated in HaCaT cells exposed to various stress conditions. Taken together, our results strongly suggest that the secretion of pCD is not only linked to cancer cells but also plays an essential role in the normal physiological conditions such as wound healing and tissue remodeling\[[@ref51]\].

Conclusion {#sec1-4}
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While many functions of pCD in the physiological and pathological processes could be attributed to its enzymatic activity, this review clearly establishes that some of the functions of pCD are independent of its protease activity and rely on the ability of pCD to interact with other important molecules. Therefore, it seems inevitable that searching for pCD-interacting partners should be conducted to explore the mechanism of pCD actions.
